
Casey Short is a great guy who was in a bad place in his life. But 
having kicked hard drugs and maintained a sober life for more than 
26 months, he was ready to make a change, get prepared for a good 
job and turn his life around.

When he first came to the Ohio Means Jobs center in Butler 
County, (OMJ) Casey was fulfilling some required hours of 
activities to continue receiving benefits. He was down on himself 
because of past (youthful) mistakes and felt that he did not have 
many job prospects.

Working with his case worker, Sandra McGuire and others, 
including Omnicom Workforce Solutions team members in the 
OMJ Resource Room, Casey began to relax and see his prospects 
more positively.

A fresh resume, a little bit of job coaching, some gentle discipline 
and a team approach helped Casey grow each day he spent with us.
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Casey makes good!
Ohio Means Jobs and Omnicom Workforce Solutions help 
Casey Short turn things around…

WORKFORCE SOLUTIONS
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Soon we saw a “can do” attitude develop and Casey made 
numerous job inquiries, often finding employers overjoyed to give 
him an interview.

As a few weeks passed, Casey overcame a serious (hospitalized) 
illness and being without transportation…

Then, he filled an application, followed up with a phone call, got 
an interview and was hired by BrightView Landscaping Services, 
Inc. for at least $15-17.50 per hour and full benefits!

Proud of his accomplishments as much as we were, Casey stopped 
in to finish his work with Sandra and to show us in the Resource 
Room his new uniform!

Good Luck, Casey! Congratulations!
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Casey Short working on his job search 
in the Resource Room at OMJ.
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